
How to Measure
Interior Shutters



Shutter Styles
There are three styles of shutter you can choose from. 

Full height shutters cover the entire height of the window, producing a simple and elegant effect.

Tier on tier offers the versatility of separate shutters on top of each other.

Cafe style cover the bottom part of the window, leaving the top part uncovered, 
perfect for overlooked windows, whilst allowing natural light to flood the room.

If the recess is more than 15mm out of square, using the Z frame may be more 
suitable and will require less remedial work.

Full height open Full height closed

Tier on tier open Tier on tier closed

Café open Café closed



Measure the width inside the recess three 
times at the top, middle and bottom. 
Choose the smallest size and deduct 5mm.

Also measure the height inside the recess three
times at the top, middle and bottom, again
choose the smallest size and deduct 5mm.

First decide on the position of the frame inside the 
recess. Fit near to the window to retain the window
ledge, or position further out in order to leave 
clearance for obstructions such as window handles.

Choosing the L frame 
allows you to position 
the shutters at the 
front of the recess for 
opening panels flat 
against the side walls.

Alternatively, the Z frame is positioned at the edge 
of the recess, creating a traditional style architrave
outside of the recess. Before measuring beware of 
any obstructions such as windows opening inwards
and handles.

There are two types of frames you can choose from; 
L frames and Z frames.
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Full height shutters over 1600mm in height, will 
require a midrail which adds rigity to the panels.

Please state the position of the midrail by measuring
up from where the bottom of the frame will be fixed,  
to where you require it. This would usually be where
there is a transom on the window

How to Measure
Now measure diagonally across the recess in both 
directions. If the recess is more than 15mm out of
square, using the Z frame may be more suitable 
and will require less remedial work.

7.

Full height open

For Tier on Tier shutters measure as standard full
height shutter but ascertain the height of the tiers
by measuring up from where the bottom of the
frame will be fixed to where you require the split 
of the tiers.

Please note that there is a permanent T bar on Tier
on Tier shutters to separate the tiers.  

Tier on tier split point

For Café Style, to ascertain the finished height to 
the top of the panel, measure up from the bottom

where the frame will be fixed to where you want 
the panel to finish.

For further help and advice please call: 
01484 443790

Café height
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